Ultrasound detection of prostate cancer in postmortem specimens with histological correlation.
Transrectal ultrasound detection of prostatic adenocarcinoma was correlated to 63 histological whole mount step sectioned prostatic specimens harvested from 148 consecutive autopsies at our institutions. No patient had known or palpably suspected prostatic adenocarcinoma on premortem digital rectal examination. Prostate specific antigen (PSA) was assayed in each case from premortem serum samples. Of 19 cancers 6 (32%) were detected by transrectal ultrasound and all were hypoechoic. Of the 13 nondetected cancers 7 were isoechoic, 3 were mixed hypoisoechoic, 2 were hypoechoic and 1 was mixed hyperisoechoic. PSA greater than 4 ng./ml. would have aided in cancer detection by suggesting the need for biopsy or further biopsy in 5 cancers with significant volume, which were missed by transrectal ultrasound. The sensitivity (32%) and specificity (64%) of transrectal ultrasound appear too low for use in clinical screening for prostatic adenocarcinoma. PSA and transrectal ultrasound together appear more effective than sonography alone in prostatic adenocarcinoma detection in this series.